
rK ALLEGHENY Origins 

 

Rebel Grey (Carl) working at video store… weekend marathon 

Doesn’t notice changes 

Comes out and the city is deserted… finds corpse and there is the birthday card hieroglyph on the body 

Finds Mr Baird 

Everyone got invitation and they left to pilgrimage locations for get their instructions 

No explanation 

A few weeks go by and then everyone came back 

Meanwhile… Carl finds group downtown chicago of others not knowing what is going on… they have 

gathered 

Also MIB style… cars drive by with four dudes no explanation 

They try to capture the MIB in one car but once cornered, the four self-immolate 

Carl and his crew aren’t murderers… they are shocked 

But then everyone comes back 

In carl’s group… there are those reacting badly because those returning act as if nothing happened (yet 

evidence they were gone like dead pets) 

Carl’s group who act up are sent to mental institutions  

Carl, Elle, K.K., Barry stick together with Mr Baird 

There are others in the Carl crew 

They meet to discuss what to do 

Cuts.  

Somalia… pirate trying to raid ship… marines show up… chase 

Chase ends in Egypt at archealogical dig… pirates run in ruins 

Marines pursue… firefight 

But they find a chamber that is super alien hi-tech (Nooey Tokyo story) 

Pirates think they walked into a trap and are paranoid 

But marines are also confused 

Pirates try to destroy glowing orb in reactor in center of futuristic chamber 

DEW 

A million are transformed into powered beings (ironic powers) 

Bill Ides power to control unaffected 

Carl and his main crew and others are not super powered but also know what happened… they are 

immune to telepaths… super powered are immune to telepaths mainly (telepaths can save their lives with 

telepathy against other super powered) 

Others in the carl crew are controlled by Bill Ides 

Carl and his crew and others who can resist telepaths gather and have their Root rebellion in Allegheny 

National Park 

K.K. goes down to Route 66 (for Crunchy story) 

Barry transforms to Chupa later and goes to UK (for Reigh story) 

The Root will end up having a run-in with Adam Allfather, the Trumps and Crunchy… they die to Allfather 

but the Meddler resurrects them 

 

 



rK CHICAGO Origins 

 

Sir Real origins framed through Ciel and Ardent origins 

Sir Real MO is to help superpowered beings learned to hone their powers 

 

Ciel – Carole Lacan 

Before DEW 

She was an ethical journalist… investigating Big Pharma corruption 

She was exposing it, so they hired assassins 

Sister and kids visiting… assassin killed sister and family thinking it was Ciel 

Ciel came home to see it… so still going to whistleblow 

Assassin needs to finish the job 

Ciel goes to hospital to visit niece in coma 

In parking lot.. she starts car but sees old lady fall and gets out… car bomb detonates but Ciel is burned 

and broken bones but not dead 

She wakes and has brain damage that causes her to speak gibberish 

She has to work with speech pathologists to regain speech 

Assassin has still failed… that assassin will later be the one that Jingle killed in Mexico 

Ciel recovers slowly in hospital… speech problem and paralysis 

DEW happens while she is recovering 

Ciel wakes and looks in mirror… her powers kick in… she can speak and move 

But then she realizes she is the nurse in the room through the mirror image 

She can body slide based on mirror reflections 

If she stays in a body too long… the body starts to turn like her original body… burned, then gibberish, 

then paralysis 

So Ciel bounces body to body a lot 

She ends up getting her revenge against the Big Pharma people which Mr Dude allows against Bill Ides 

Sir Real is now paying attention to Ciel 

He approaches her to tell her to stop with revenge… and she is irritated 

Sir Real takes action against her 

So she leaves in a huff… and gets over to California and takes over body of a pornstar 

The pornstar was also a super powered being… Ardent 

Short term amnesia for the bodies Ciel uses 

Ciel hides in mirror reflections and talks to people using their reflection.. that is where she is safe 

Ardent is Jane Dough in porn 

Ciel stays as Ardent for so long that Ardent becomes permanently burned 

While Ciel is using Ardent body… Ardent is having the blackouts… and starting to get burned… the porn 

producers are worried 

She is paranoid about her mirror image… porn producers is recommending that she sees a shrink 

Ardent is a pyrokinetic that hadn’t manifested her power because she didn’t need it 

She unleashed her fire rage and Ciel disappeared but producer gets burned 

Now Ardent wanted revenge on Ciel believing that Ciel made Ardent burned through manifesting the 

pyrokinesis… but Sir Real knows that it is more nuanced 

Sir Real wants Ardent to chill… they go back to New Mexico and train 



He tries to train and coach Ciel and Ardent 

Ardent has bad bg from before DEW… grew up in New Mexico… mother paranoid about hot daughter 

Ardent being with stepdad… but dad was deadbeat drunk 

She ran away from home and went to LA to be actress but ended up stripping and then drugs… but then 

clean up… small modeling gigs into porn as she gets over stage fright 

She really gets into porn and loves it 

Ciel and Ardent aren’t much for heroism but they help for darker tasks, usually at HQ hanging out 

Sir Real finds Amp with Realness and Temp with Powerhouse 

He takes them on as true heroes.. battle Skank, Mr Dude, Phyllis and Ruby 

Xaq for Skank origin bg, and Sparx 

Teaser at end… Sir Real invited to be judge at Island Z 

 

 

rK ROUTE 66 Origins 

(the comic script has some good one-liners) 

Crunchy origins (Sandy Stevens) 

Before DEW 

Crunchy upbeat… college student in San Diego but dropped out 

She learns surfing and becomes good 

DEW hits 

She gains stone/sand powers 

Downside… water makes her sand form into quicksand and she takes time to recover 

Fire makes stone form molten and she takes time to recover 

She wants to get back to Toronto to find her family  

But Bill Ides won’t let normies help her… so she is stuck in San Diego 

She starts on foot… heads to Las Vegas.. very quiet because Bill Ides doesn’t approve of gambling 

Runs into Papazudo, Lush, and Wasteoid 

Wasteoid killed several times… Meddler shows up and resurrects Wasteoid 

Lush is with Skank.. battles Crunchy 

uses cars to drive across Route 66 because there is less resistance from Bill Ides 

run ins with Lex Talon, Chainsaw Girl, Trampolina, Loona, Caliber-841 

eventually teams up with K.K., Iroc, Lugnut 

meanwhile in Miami… Unitas origin 

video game candy store before DEW… sabotaged 

Black Tab origins 

Fiend 

Unitas and Black Tab team… vs Fiend 

Crunchy learns her powers during her trip 

Eventually, Crunchy makes it to Chicago and battles the Host (Skank, Mr Dude, Phyllis) 

Skank tries to recruit Crunchy but no dice 

Crunchy just wants to get to Toronto 

Skank warns against it 

On way to Toronto, runs into Adam Allfather with Trumps.. converging with The Root in Buffalo 



Allfather loses it and kills The Root… Crunchy can’t stop it 

Teaser… The Meddler is at the scene of The Root murder suggesting resurrection 

 

 

rK THE MED Origins 

 

Bill Ides and DEW 

Scoobird 

Cuckoo Mittens and Fly Pig 

meanwhile 

origin of Evolucia and Manatee 

origin of Boogey Girl and Manuka 

meeting Scribe and Mook… founding Atlantis 

Totem battle and then joining 

Bill Ides battling the Realness 

Bill Ides kicking out Hellgrade… and setting up Rule in Levant 

Bill Ides negotiates with Evolucia about youth 

Speaks with Ginman and Flo 

Sir Real mocks 

Sir Real vs The Meddler 

Bill Ides and his Massifesto 

Then…  

Invited by King King to Island Z 

King King wants his judges 

 

Island Z 

King King took 26 people… 25 were awoken to paradise all with letter for names, and 1 was raised in 

darkness and horror 

25 raised in white chamber… only world they know… then walls come down and they can see each other… 

they are free 

Hotel resort available… paradise 

Then Zed is released on the others 

Turns out 26 were memory wiped by King King, but stolen from Argus’s Temple world 

Going to Templeworld cancels your powers if you had any from DEW and imbues if you didn’t have powers 

Zed goes homicidal… but then manifests powers 

But Vee also manifests powers to protect surviving 25 

F honours E… changes name to Effy 

Literature in library of resort makes them believe they are clones… that were made after humans 

destroyed themselves 

King King invited four judges (including Bill Ides and Sir Real) because he wants them to present themselves 

and give the survivors a purpose 

Sir Real thinks it is a sick experiment… he vows to deal with King King 

Bill Ides gives a pat speech that is misleading but he feels the smart ones will understand the message 

later 



Sir Real teleports Argus to the island to absorb Zed to Templeworld hoping it will cancel Zed being powered 

Vee and a few survivors use Vee’s power to get off the island… but they learn that King King lied to them 

and that the human race has survived 

 

King King is trying to sell the Judges on the idea that the human race should be eradicated and replaced 

with memory wiped that are reprogrammed to accept super powered beings 

King King has a solid idea except for the genocide of personalities… and those that can erase memories 

aren’t interested (the judges) 

Bill is worried about the experiment… and he doesn’t reveal it… but those that come out of Templeworld 

as non-powered have the Root immunity from Bill’s mental influence 

Bill realizes that Argus could be used to trump Bill’s power  

 

 

rK TOKYO ORIGINS “Shiv & Shroud” 

NOOEY Origin 

(from Aphrodite comic script) 

Nooey (Ruth) is now in Tokyo as the Batman for r/K 

Background story for Nooey 

In the 60s before DEW, there was a US general that was paranoid USSR could only be having success with 

nuclear weapons if they were getting help… he became paranoid that there were aliens in the galaxy and 

that they were communist. The aliens were helping USSR 

So general had secret Cronos project to build a Direct Energy Weapon and have it in space as a satellite 

around earth 

By 70s the project was released, but by 80s the satellite was drifting away from earth 

Team went up to retrieve it, but discovered a wormhole 

Scientists discovered Photonic Script code in the wormhole and it was a deciphered message encoded by 

future humans… 5000 years later 

Those humans provided knowledge of cybernetics and advanced computing 

80s researchers used the knowledge to create Nooey and other super soldiers 

Nooey is curious and finds all the undeciphered Photonic Script code… she has the intellect to decipher it 

and it makes her go rogue when she learns from it 

Nooey then went rogue and killed everyone associated with the program, some of the other super soldiers 

escaped her and General escaped 

Nooey then lives as a vigilante 

Ukita is one of the super soldiers that escaped… she is working as an assassin and then works her way up 

in the Yakuza 

Ukita uses her cybernetic knowledge to create cyborg assassins for the Yakuza 

Nooey has to take out the assassins and remove evidence of tech advancement because the knowledge 

she gained from the photonic scipts in the wormhole inform her about the coming DEW event 

Nooey later goes into space and finds the wormhole… now she can access photonic script from 100,000 

years in the future 

She learns about the DEW weapon… 

Nooey constructs the lab in Egypt… and the DEW weapon 



Ukita tries to destroy the lab… Nooey battles and wins 

 

 

MR JINGLE Origin  

 

In Tokyo… Nooey is cyborg assassin imbued with shadow powers after DEW 

Calypso in the 8th Dimension 

Calypso torments evil people 

She is working on Fred… and become an insomniac to avoid Calypso 

Mr Jingle is an assassin where when he kills someone… he takes over their body temporarily  

His own form is an apparition… can’t be touched 

When he leaves a body, the form left behind is a blank mannequin made of bone 

He has uniform look as Mr Jingle 

Bear Ramage and Mr Jingle started in Chicago and related to the Ravenswood Syndicate 

Bear Ramage used Manson style cult to brainwash Mr Jingle’s family 

He made them try to kill Mr Jingle 

Mr Jingle moved down to Mexico to escape the Syndicate 

Then DEW 

Mr Jingle’s real power is to make other people’s powers backfire (like Rogue) and after DEW, Bear Ramage 

sent a powered assassin to kill Jingle 

But Jingle used his power to backfire the assassin 

The assassin was the one that could take over bodies and leave behind bone mannequin 

That assassin was destroyed and Mr Jingle fused his power with the assassin 

Mr Jingle went over to Tokyo to work with Nooey, but then they both met Calypso 

Bear Ramage animates objects but they have personality that match their form and function… ie. animated 

rock is stupid, animated car follows rules of road unless police car, etc.  

Bear Ramage goes to Tokyo to deal with Jingle, but finds Jingle looking like the assassin he hired… doesn’t 

know it is Jingle 

Bear Ramage robs a bank… animates the vault and tickles it so it sneezes open 

But then Bear Ramage saves himself by animating Jingle’s mannequins which became foot soldiers for him 

In Tokyo, Jingle is a private investigator… Fred hires Jingle to get Calypso away from him 

But Calypso and Jingle hit it off 

Bear Ramage still searching for Jingle 

The Meddler uses powers on Nooey and makes her into the dream form… puts everyone in Tokyo to sleep 

Sir Real fixes it 

Calypso brings Phyllis to Tokyo to battle Dr Pang and force him to help wake up Tokyo 

It is when Tokyo is asleep that Bear Ramage experiences insomnia… it is driving him mad so he has Cello 

muse animated… D-string… Dee plays for him and lullabies him 

Bear Ramage chased back to North America 

Bear Ramage usually travels in animated armoured truck 

Nooey and Jingle… trojan horse… in armoured car… but Ramage fill it with water through gun port… then 

they make the armoured truck sneeze but rewiring it and they get sneezed out 

Calypso, Nooey, and Jingle kick animated mannequins out of Ramage HQ and it becomes their HQ 

Heron arrives from Atlantis and joins the team 



When Heron arrives, Jingle uses his backfire power with Nooey… and the power Meddler shifted transfers 

and Nooey goes back to her cyborg assassin form while Heron gains the dream realm power 

Ending of graphic novel that introduces Tokyo would do a teaser for Argus 

 

CALYPSO Origin 

 

Calypso before DEW was homeless girl that hid in art gallery and slept there every night 

Then powers gave her the 8th Dimension 

Ruiner, Wizard Sleevens and Candy Pink as allies and mentors 

Barb Papa as an antagonist 

 

 

rK TORONTO Origins 

 

Allfather latent powers… HT won’t let the powers expressed 

Adam Allfather in island prison… into barracks town on island 

Into main city, meet Guy thief and Soma/Amos 

Allfather needs to buy passage out 

HT vs Bill Ides 

Allfather can get payment of stamps, trading cards, etc. … from scum couple 

They steal it and then Assassins kill the scum couple 

Allfather buys his way out 

Meets Trumps in Buffalo 

Goes bad with them a bit 

Then The Root run-in.. Allfather pyrokinesis kicks in crazy 

HT tries to have Bill attacked by The Realness, but Bill shows he uses mindcontrolled human army to 

protect himself 

Realness wanted access to their loved ones in Toronto 

 

 

r/K STORIES 

 

Atlantis: A marvel of futuristic architectural design. Retaining the beauty of its ancient origins – water 

streams and lush gardens cover the landscape in the form of fountains, waterfalls, trees, ivy-covered 

statues, and rolling hills. Huge temples of stone and glass house the Atlanteans. The city is open to all 

cooperative superpowered beings. Evolucia’s laws drafted by Scribe are defended by Scribe’s legions of 

stone soldiers.  

 

Stavertonia: Deep in the Allegheny National Park, the Root have their headquarters at the top of a 

mountain around the complex of a deserted radio tower. They built habitats out of old garages, offices, 

and storage units. The radio tower complex was ideal for vantage over the nearby lands as well as for 

communications with other bewildered refugees of the Dark Energy Wave event. There is a small barracks 

town at the base of the mountain where non-officers in the Root have organized an independent town.  

 



Meat Market: Skank converted an early 20th century factory into her headquarters for the Host. The factory 

is connected through a small bridge to a series of smaller buildings across the road. The Meat Market HQ 

has a nightclub on the main floor. The factory is at the edge of the old textile factory in downtown Chicago. 

Skank’s private chamber is on the top floor of the factory, while the factory has several basement 

“dungeon” levels.  

 

Stonehenge: the ancient druid ruins of Stonehenge host the congregation of Ginman’s cult. Each day, 

Ginman leads his congregation to the ruins for his sermons. There are a series of neighboring towns that 

support Ginman’s cult and his band of superpowered beings, the Uprising. Lobotomous Coal keeps a storm 

over the site of the ruins. Ginman has a bunker complex underneath one of the town’s churches.  

 

Central Park: Florence Harris lived for thirty years in an extravagant penthouse mansion at the top of a 

residential building with a perfect view of Central Park. She tended to her extensive gardens on the rooftop 

balconies. After DEW, Flo restructured the building into a HQ for the Hierarchy. Waterfalls connect 

between floors. Ikon can be seen from Flo’s building and the Hierarchy organize many events in Central 

Park. 

 

Zoodles: The Hideous Twist knocked down the CN Tower and replaced it with his own ominous surreal 

figure. He uses his mind-control powers to create an illusion for Toronto’s residents that they are living 

through a devastating nuclear fallout apocalypse. In daytime, he creates the illusion that the heat is 

scorching, and the survivors of his genocide must use umbrellas when walking around outside. At night, 

he rains down razor hail on the city. The appearance of the city is that many building were demolished by 

vandals, however, the buildings are merely abandoned. Twist built a prison barracks city on Center Island.  

 

Nth Rock: a large asteroid floating unnaturally around the orbit of Jupiter. Inside the asteroid is a high-tech 

complex that stores thousands of cryonic and stasis chambers filled with doppelgangers of Earth’s 

superpowered beings that originate from alternate universes. In the complex is the mysterious gateway to 

alternate universes. Sassy is the gatekeeper and guardian of Nth Rock. Sassy’s presence generates a mold 

that grows inside the complex on the walls and over the cryo-chambers.  

 

Limbo Lair: Olegras can consume beings that will end up in her Dragon Lair Limbo realm. In the realm, 

Olegras appears in her all-powerful dragon queen form. Limbo resembles traditional mythological 

impressions of Hell. There are gigantic buttes and bottomless chasms. There are extensive caverns as well 

as a darkened sky overhead with elements of illogical wood rafters. In Limbo, most of the consumed 

transform into mythical creatures, such as, demons, ghouls, and imps. However, there are also creatures 

that emerge naturally from the realm, such as, the Strave. Some inhabitants are barely altered when they 

arrive from Earth. Olegras can regurgitate beings out of Limbo, and it is possible to escape through the top 

either through flying or by climbing the bizarre rafter structure. Few have escaped.  

 

8th Dimension: Calypso’s surreal dimension is accessed through visual art on Earth. The 8th Dimension is a 

true wonderland and all laws of logic collapse into madness. Calypso is all-powerful in her realm. The 8th 

Dimension can fool its captives and appear as normal as Earth, although it will still follow a nightmare 

logic.  

 



Templeworld: Argus and Temple absorb victims into Templeworld. The realm is a savage land full of 

mythical prehistoric beasts. Life is primitive for survivors of the realm. When superpowered beings enter 

Templeworld they lose their powers. When normal humans escape Templeworld they arrive on Earth with 

superpowers. There is only one known way to escape Templeworld and it is by passing through Ablack 

who appears as a black doorway portal at the peak of a mountain in Templeworld. Beasts in Templeworld 

can be hunted, but they cannot be tamed for domestication and farming.  

 

Island Z: Superpowered beings discovered that it was not possible for them to have offspring even though 

regular humans still could. An array of elite superpowered beings set up an experiment on Island Z to test 

if modified superpowered beings would be able to breed. Bill Ides and Sir Real were invited to judge the 

results.  

 

The Root…  

Carl working over weekend in video rental shop doesn’t notice mass Exodus event. City is emptied. He 

meets the other rejects. They formulate a plan to figure out what is going on. They try to stop patrol car 

but end up killing them. Then, everyone from the city returns and act like nothing happened. Paranoia sets 

in. But, then the DEW.  

 

UN convoy raided by Somalian pirates off coast of East Africa. US Marines pursue the pirates onto the 

mainland. Pirates hide in ancient palace complex that was part of an archaeological dig. Marines and pirate 

end up in futuristic chamber in temple and pirates get paranoid thinking they were led to a trap by the 

Marines. Pirates try to blow up future chamber but set off the machine that creates the DEW event.  

 

DEW event transformed a million seemingly random people into superpowered beings. Some powers 

proved immediately fatal while others bestowed the person with incredible abilities. Powerful telepaths 

began to rule their regions and could control the non-superpowered human. Bill Ides controlled as many 

non-superpowered humans as he could. He makes humans not understand what happened.  

 

The Root organized non-superpowered beings as a rebellion force known as the Root. The Root planned 

to stop Bill Ides. They didn’t realize that they were being protected by Carl’s dog, Mr. Baird, who had 

acquired powerful telepathic powers during the DEW event. Meanwhile, Adam Allfather was trying to 

escape Zoodles Toronto and Crunchy was making her way across the country using the old Route 66. 

Eventually, all of those heroes converged at Niagara Falls.  

 

Possible storylines (lifted from old document) 

 

- Crunchy teams up with Sir Real to investigate Zoodles and learn the fate of her family 

- Bill Ides is going mad in his slow-time dimension 

- Ikeman becomes Exile and fights Megumi’s mafia in Japan 

- Mr Baird and Chupa transform off each other 

- Hemi and Migs reflect on how they first met in the shopping mall 

- Elle, Crimson Wolf, and Suzy battle the Meddler who baits out Suzy for having powers 

- Atlantis is created by Evolucia and Scribe 

- Evangeline presents as the Statue of Liberty in NYC and demolishes sections of the city 



- Adam Allfather reflects on his time in the barracks prison city 

- Chupa receives his gilded armor from the Cart Horde 

-  

- - Phyllis recalls her release from stasis on the Nth Rock and her initial attack on Skank 

- - 001 recalls meeting Lash and building Bit as a home for her 

- - Boogey Girl and Manuka as "Mr Black" try to attack The Root in their sleep and are thwarted by 

Mr Baird in apparition form 

- - Mr Dude and The Dummy visit Super Nomad and attempt to steal Node 

- - K.K. goes back to his home country Cuba and is attacked by Fiend 

- - Papa Z and Lush recall their downfall in Las Vegas prior to being transformed 

- - Temp's power goes out of control and he may age to death in under 24 hours  

- - Scribe builds a fleet to defeat Captain Crash's invasion of Atlantis. Totem finishes the job 

- - Manuka returns to Texas and battles both The Black Skull and Lex Talon 

- - Awakening Lion is found by Crimson Wolf and they battle the Unfriendly Strangers in order to 

make it safely back to The Root's home base 

- - Sassy puts a black featureless Sir Real doppelganger back in his stasis tank 

- - The Realness recall their decision to leave the United States and go after Bill Ides 

- - Sporto attacks Bill Ides and is transformed into "God Mode" and is made to attack The Realness 

- - Flunky accidentally kills a mind slave and goes off on a solo adventure that leads to her joining 

Cuckoo and Fly 

- - God Mode is defeated by his old teammates and becomes Epic 

- - Super Nomad infiltrates Flo's home and realizes she is an old lady 

- - The Assassins are hired to kill Valentine and do battle with all The Trumps 

- - Calypso captures Flo's hot date and drags him into the 8th Dimension 

- - Totem explores the ruins of her grandmother's tomb 

- - Lochness is lured away from water by The Uprising, through the ruse of Licorice Man 

- - Lex Talon recalls his experiences as a crooked cop 

- - Trampolina is thwarted by Bit and Lash while robbing a bank 

- - Cuckoo and Fly battle LeStelle and Chainsaw Girl at the cemetery 

- - Black Tab and Unitas recall their crime sprees together when they first met 

- - Sir Real attacks The Unfriendly Strangers to send the message that humans are still innocent and 

worthy of being protected regardless of Bill's temporary stranglehold on minds and memories of 

regular people 

- - 841 recalls his failure to get aid from 001 then led him to modify his bulky armor for more 

streamlined armor through other gruesome means 

- - Scriblz and Lazy I battled the men of The Root at a bar 

- - Megumi returns to Japan and discovers King King and Dr Pang 

- - Megumi battles his uncle Argus 

- - Zombie Hoffman and Feisty battle Ginman and Barbaric Isa in France 

- - Cuckoo travels to ancient Egypt and ends a snake cult 

- - Guinness meets with Bill Ides and is in turn attacked by Scoobird. Guinness uses his power to 

borrow Bill's slaves as defense  

- - Manatee hunts down Papa Gaga and battles him and eventually kills him 

- - C.C. is found by Kiora, stolen by Miss Civ and sold to Evolucia. She is trained as an assassin 



- - Lobotomous Coal battles The Uprising on his turf and theirs 

- - The Banisher invades Evangeline's programming 

- - Wasteoid starts to get his mental hooks in Dr Chisel 

- - Reign takes on some of the Cart Horde 

- - Xanadu is captured and made to take 001's lie detector test 

- - Xanadu organizes the production of crop circles and does battle with The Fallen 

- - Papa Gaga battle The Unfriendly Strangers with disastrous results 

- - Crimson Wolf recalls Rule from before he died 

- - Fly Pig recalls Hellgrade from before he died 

- - Pwn captures members of The Root and puts them through his war simulator 

- - Buzzkill, Cuckoo and Fly team up to battle Manatee and Kiora 

- - Fungo and Irock join Super Nomad 

- - 2-Mile is sent away by Xanadu 

- - Torrent is reprogrammed by Xanadu 

- - The Assassins battle Xanadu and Torrent while infiltrating a military facility 

- - Boo invites Wasteoid on a magical adventure 

- - Boo brings Xaq to life. He rejects Skank and attacks The Host 

- - Xaq and Reign battle The Uprising 

- - Boo attacks Boogey Girl as Hypr, Angr and Deth 

- - Resnik attacks Unitas over jealousy for Black Tab 

- - Resnik steals 001's suit 

- - Lash and Temp battle Dark Tone and Bebe 

- - Hoser Man and Bonbon Fire battle Flo and The Hierarchy 

- - Adamite is created and battles Megumi and the Meddler 

- - Seisma attempts to destroy Powerhouse's headquarters 

- - Solution battles The Host 

- - Solution is sent by Skank to England and battles The Array of Evil 

- - Solution meets Totem and looks in her eyes. He realizes he should be in Japan 

- - Solution takes on Dr Pang's vampires 

- - Ruiner and 2-Mile recall being in the Israeli army 

- - 001 recalls thwarting Ruiner and realizing his power 

- - Ruiner and Rule battle and are met by the powerful Scoobird 

- - Kiora attacks Ivey and is thwarted by Miss Civ 

- - Dr Pang is visited by Bill Ides 

- - King King battle Lochness on Xanadu's promise of supplies 

- - King King creates a failed suit that lands his consciousness in Boo's world, who pretends to be Mr 

Baird, The Banisher and Boogey Girl. The real Banisher shows up 

- - Jacquenetta is helped out of the 8th Dimension by Spike and Pierce 

- - Skank and Flo deal with Tino and Miranda 

- - Snouser reveals his deception and begins his reign of terror against Guinness 

- - Mooncry and The Hush are separated and put back together by Loona 

- - The Meddler separates Mooncry and The Hush. Sir Real battles The Meddler 

- - The Banisher finds Mooncry in the black hole and frees her 

- - Papa Gaga's PR team help Guy and the thieves guild before landing themselves in the prison city 



- - Teethface brings The Banisher to Olegras's limbo 

- - Teethface brings The Banisher to Temple World 

- - Teethface brings The Banisher to the 8th Dimension 

- - Boozer and Loona battle. Sir Real comes to the rescue. Sir Real transforms Boozer and The 

Strawberry Queen 

- - The Strawberry Queen battles Flo 

- - Temp and Fiend finally meet 

- - Irena and the Black Skull defeat Xanadu and the Meddler 

- - Rebel Grey and Mr Baird go on a trip and encounter Boo and Valentine 

- - The Meddler and Ciel battle The Root 

- - Stack threatens to destroy Chicago 

- - Suicide Suzy battles LeStelle's zombie army 

- - Iam and Presence battle Hemi and Migs while looking for the geneticist in Antarctica 

- - Robustus and Bit battle in Atlantis 

- - Licorice Man threatens to experiment on Zombie Hoffman's wife 

- - Elle beats Dr Chisel an inch from her life for experimenting on Rebel Grey 

- - Candy Pink nearly kills Super Nomad in his sleep. Mr Baird lends a hand 

- - Shocka and Seisma take on Lash and Bit 

- - Dr Dose and Nurse Need encounter Hemi and Migs with devastating results 

- - Bacus and Hannibal battle Manatee 

- - Whipper Snapper recalls meeting Rule and Hellgrade before they died 

- - Pteera and Evolucia battle Trampolina and Lex Talon 

- - Athora's failed coup 

- - Lash snoops on Jake Hammer and Evangeline 

- - Ruby Diamond vs Cuckoo Mittens 

- - Count Blessing and Captain Crash attack The Root 

- - Death Roam is sent to assassinate Lex Talon and is stopped by Hemi and Migs 

- - Guy and Lazy I versus Sinsane in Zoodles 

- - The Assassins attempt to kidnap Ripperella 

- - Pwn's kid soldiers vs The Root 

- - Xanadu's Paradigm is introduced to the world 

- - Barker joins Ruby Diamond  

- - Lady H and Swirl Girl with Powerhouse vs The Realness 

- - Larry Rain in Temple World 

- - LeStelle, Whiteout and Decrepit vs The Trumps and Adam Allfather 

- - Whiteout vs Rebel Grey and Mr Baird 

- - Decrepit joins The Host and battle Phyllis 

- - Cart Horde vs Athora and The Array of Evil 

- - Wally Gog kills Pwn as a ruse 

- - Crockett and Olegras visit Ripperella and battle The Hideous Twist 

- - Ind and Angrama vs the world 

- - Valentine and Adam Allfather vs Dozer and Rome 

- - Sassy swaps The Thingamajig 

- - Sobek-Ra vs Cuckoo and Fly and Scoobird 



- - Sobek-Ra vs The Realness and Bill Ides 

- - Gusher, Stench and The Pest vs Reign 

- - Feisty and Zombie Hoffman deal with Licorice Man 

- - Papa Noia and Mama Noose open The Circus 

- - Bushman and his disciples in Temple World 

- - Bushman vs Argus and Cheeky 

- - The discovery of Ablack 

- - Furbarook ousts Argus and attacks the disciples 

- - Heatstroke and Hailstorm vs The Hierarchy 

- - Hailstorm in the 8th Dimension 

- - Xerc and Sparx vs Abo and Olegras 

- - The Strave escape limbo and try to take over the world 

- ... and on and on it goes 

 


